City of Santa Monica
Memorial Park Neighborhood Plan
Youth Workshop: Walkabout and Model-Building
PAL Gym, Memorial Park
Wednesday, February 5, 2014
4:00-6:00PM
The Memorial Park Neighborhood Plan (MPNP) area is primarily centered around a busy active
recreation park and a goal of the planning process has been to encourage participation from local area
youth who are major users of the park. Their input provides unique perspectives and ideas on how to
improve the existing conditions for better access and mobility, as well as which services would best
support existing and future activity.
Staff reached out to local youth programs and organizations within or in close proximity to the MPNP
area and invited the following groups to participate: CREST Enrichment, the Police Activities League
(PAL), Virginia Avenue Park (VAP), the Pico Youth and Family Center, and the Pico Neighborhood
Association (PNA). On Wednesday, February 5, 2014 at the PAL Gym at Memorial Park, in partnership
with CREST Enrichment, the Police Activities League (PAL), Virginia Avenue Park (VAP) City staff, Metro
Transit Safety Programs staff, and James Rojas (consultant), the MPNP team hosted a workshop for over
25 local area youth ranging in age from 5 to 18. The two-hour workshop provided a walkabout tour led
by the MPNP team and Metro staff and a group model-building exercise led by James Rojas. The walking
tour involved thinking about ways to improve the neighborhood and learning how to live and play safely
near a light rail system, and the group model-building exercise involved building physical models of their
ideal neighborhood. Two groups were created based on age, with the younger children participating in
the reconnaissance walkabout and the teenagers participating in the group model-building exercise for
the first hour, and then switching activities for the second hour.
Model-Building Exercise with James Rojas
Rojas’s model-building exercise is designed to engage participants in the urban planning process by
tapping into their experiences, emotions, and imagination. Using hundreds of small, colorful, vibrant,
and tactile objects, the interactive exercise allows participants to investigate their environment and
express their understanding of urban landscapes in the form of a physical model. Through this exercise,
participants are able to physically engage urban space by shuffling and reconstructing objects to create
vignettes of urban spaces, buildings and experiences. This process provides a visual language that all
children and teenagers can participate in.

James Rojas presenting to participants the
components of the model-building exercise.

Participants are invited to build a model of their
ideal city using miscellaneous objects.

Participants comb through hundreds of objects in search of
their building materials.

Participants begin to construct their ideal city and create
vignettes of urban spaces, buildings, and experiences.

For the February 5th workshop, the PAL Gym was transformed into an urban planning studio, with tables
and chairs placed around a central table displaying a pile of miscellaneous objects. Rojas began the
activity by asking participants “What is a city?” This kicked off a discussion about how we all live in a city
and that everyday experiences are a part of city life. With the understanding that city life is all around
them, the younger children were asked to create their ideal city and the teenagers were asked to build
the activities they enjoy in a city. Participants then combed through the building materials placed on the
central table and, once their materials were secured, began building their model based on their
individual perspectives.

As models began to take shape, participants shared
their individual perspective with others.

Enjoyable activities in the city that were mentioned by participants
included relaxing, playing, socializing, shopping, and dining.

Models often reflected participants’ favorite places
and/or cities (i.e. the Grove, Disneyland, Cabo San
Lucas, Las Vegas).

Elements
of nature and culture were present in many of
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the participants’ ideal cities.

After approximately twenty minutes, each participant presented their model, explaining their ideas by
pointing out the “city” or “activities” they had created. The connection between objects and what they
represented communicated participants’ own personal experiences, memories, and perceptions as their
ideal city.
Next, participants were given approximately twenty minutes to work in groups to negotiate their ideas
and collectively build an ideal city. The first activity allowed participants to develop an opinion about
space that they could then negotiate with their team while the second activity would allow them to
combine their best ideas within a group discussion. Once completed, each team presented their
collective model.

Interesting architecture surrounds a plaza-like
gathering space in this individual model.

Participants’ unique interpretations of architecture
resulted in a variety of building shapes and forms.

This collective model represents a city of nature and
culture where trees and music are important.

This collective model represents a city with a variety of amenities,
including a dog park, music school, hair salon, and businesses.



After all the teams presented their ideas, Rojas synthesized what he heard within the context of
urban planning and concluded the exercise by asking participants what they learned about
themselves, each other, the built environment, and city planning. The goal of the model-building
exercise was to simplify the planning process to help participants translate their conceptual
planning ideas into physical forms, ultimately reflecting participants’ varied ideas and needs
regarding the neighborhoods and cities that they live in. From this exercise, participants
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developed an awareness and appreciation for the urban environment around them and learned
the major ideas of the model-building exercise, recorded by age group, are presented below:















Children
Park/dog park
Shade Canopy
Trees/more things to climb
Music store
Food (root beer, salad, pizza, snack bar,
Farrell’s ice cream, Chili’s)
Arcade/game store (Play Station,
Minecraft)
Kid club
Indoor trampoline park (Sky Zone)
School
Library
Museum
Hotel
Sports field

















Teenagers
Music school
Shopping (mall)
Park (dog park, skate park)
Retail/office buildings (hair salon)
Disneyland
Nature
Landmarks
Fountain
Clock tower
Healthy eating
Activities for seniors (chess game)
Transportation
Market
Zoo
Hospital

Reconnaissance Walkabout with Metro Transit Safety Programs
The goals of the reconnaissance walking tour were to inform participants of the Expo Light Rail changes
occurring in their neighborhood, educate them on safety around the Expo Light Rail, and solicit ideas
and predictions for the Memorial Park neighborhood. Prior to the start of the walking tour, participants
were provided with maps of the walking tour area and given worksheets to fill out individually or with a
partner. The worksheet included questions about what participants learned and what they thought
about, what they would want at the station, what would make it better for them to walk down the
street, what one or two things would make it safer for people to cross Colorado Avenue when there is a
train, and what is missing in the neighborhood that would make it more fun and interesting.
Starting at the PAL Gym on the corner of 14th Street and Olympic Boulevard, participants were led along
the perimeter of Memorial Park (north along 14th Street, east along Colorado Avenue, south along 16th
Street, and west along Olympic Boulevard). City and Metro staff pointed out the following:
14th Street



The industrial buildings to the west have the potential to provide new uses and amenities
14th Street is an active street with bike lanes and connections to the north and south
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Participants begin their walking tour on 14 Street and
are encouraged to observe the streetscape.

Participants suggest affordable restaurants as a
th
potential new use along the west side of 14 Street.

Colorado Avenue







With the future expansion of Memorial Park, the City-owned former Fisher Lumber site will
become the new edge of the park
The sidewalk, curb and gutter along the south side of Colorado Avenue are being
installed/reconstructed in order to widen the street for the light rail tracks and the station.
With the light rail construction, utilities are being buried underground in the street and in the
sidewalk (parkways usually do not have utilities directly under the trees, but this utility corridor
is extremely crowded)
The Transit Parkway concept adopted for the Expo Light Rail project calls for similar trees and
landscaping along the entire Expo Light Rail line
Light Rail station entrances, also places for people to cross, will be located at 15th Court and 17th
Street
Metro light rail safety information

Metro staff sharing light rail safety information with
participants.

City staff describing the changes that will occur in the
area once the Expo Light Rail arrives.
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16th Street



16th Street is a local street with curbside parking used frequently by the park users
16th Street will be blocked by the future Expo station and the Olympic median, resulting in low
levels of traffic

Olympic Boulevard



Olympic Boulevard is a busy and wide street with bridges over the I-10 at 14th and 17th Streets
connecting to the Pico Neighborhood
The Olympic Median contains signature trees that help give identity to the street. Although
there are no crosswalks across Olympic, pedestrian paths were installed across the median

After completing the walkabout, participants filled out their worksheets and received brochures with
driver and pedestrian safety information from Metro. Worksheet responses are presented below:
What would you want at the station?
food & chairs; an Xbox; a slide; accessibility to cheap food & beverages; bathrooms, chill spots; rest
stations, coffee, better lighting; easy & manageable congestion of people, places to relax, enjoy
company; fast trains; snack bar; pool

What would make it better for you to walk down the street?
light; Metro car; really good lighting at night and not too small sidewalks to feel secure when walking in
groups; crosswalk between 16th and Olympic; bridges, crosswalks, less cars; smoother sidewalks;
awareness, security; trains; crossing guard
What are one or two things that you would do to make it safer for people to cross Colorado Avenue
when there is a train?
wall; a crosswalk & that the city take safety precautions; lights/signs; crosswalks, bridges, bike paths;
crossing gates; a crosswalk; a light; a sign that tells us not to cross

What is missing in this neighborhood that would make it more fun and interesting to hang out once
the train is here?
more playground structures; more entertainment, make it a cleaner area, food areas that are cheap,
parks, for everything to be accessible; in-n-out, coffee place, hangout spots, restaurants; bridges, bigger
playground, nature (trees, ponds), community rooms; bigger green space, kind of like Tongva Park; see
trains
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Participants also shared their thoughts on what they would like to see in and around the station and
park during the walkabout. Responses included:






















Food (in-n-out burger)
More places to play
Houses
Restaurants
Wi-Fi café
Starbucks
Chill places
Uses that aren’t expensive
Community rooms for parties, like Douglas
park
Places to sit

BBQ grills
Calm areas
Bathrooms
Lighting
Jungle gyms
Tree houses
Zip line
Water park
Pond
Bridges over the freeway (Olympic is a
separating line between good and bad)

For the workshop presentation or more information about the Memorial Park Neighborhood Plan,
please visit our project website at www.memorialparkplan.net.
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